
EnergieKnip / Energy Wallet

Building a green local currency to improve
energy efficiency in residential homes.

= Knip



Goals:

- Distribute subsidy money

- Gain knowledge about energy saving measures in 

residential homes to improve future policy

- Improve energy awareness in residents

- Stimulate local economy

Priorities:

- Privacy (GDPR!)

- Easy to use

- Use energy efficiënt blockchain

The Netherlands



Circular Money (earmarked money)

How it works:

1. House gets Qrcode

2. Resident answer questions

3. Shares data with municipality

4. Receive reward in wallet

5. Buy products at retailers

6. Pay with rewarded points

7. Retailer sends points to

municipality

8. Retailer receives Euro’s

in bank account next day
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Why we decided to use IOTA:

- VERY low energy footprint

- Feeless

* EnergieKnip is stimulating residents to use less energy so

using a conventional Proof-of-Work consensus protocol

would use to much energy and send the wrong message.



48.575 House wallet QR-cards

were distributed house to house

(physical airdrop) in 28 neighborhoods

Making this the largest public 

governmental blockchain project 

in The Netherlands

The municipality can only look at the data fully anonymous.

Nowhere in the app is a question for name, address, etc.

Never is there a link between house and QRcode.

Data can be aggregated at the level of neighborhood.



First transaction : Jan. 11th 2022

Budget 100% claimed : Jan. 24th 2022

So the Municipality of Emmen

decided to double the budget!

13 days later…



Win-win-win-win-situation for:

- Residents (50€ energy saving measures, awareness)

- Municipality (subsidy distributed, valuable information)

- Local retailers (revenue, new customers)

- Environment (lots of energy saved)

Several municipalities in the “pipeline” for implementations.

Applicable for MANY other goals besides energy:

Stimulating tourism, health, public transport, etc…



LOTS of international attention https://energieknip.nl/en/

Contact us : info@bcld.nl


